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Review each of the following sayings. On the blank line write down the True Colors (B,
Gld, O, Grn) that best fits that saying.
1. GRN____ Work is for people who have dial up.
2. GLD____ When you do a good deed, get a receipt – in case heaven I like the IRS.
3. B____ We are only staying together for the sake of the cats.
4. GLD____ If you can read this I can hit my brakes and sue you.
5. O____ Preserve wildlife. Throw a party.
6. GLD____ Warning: Dates in Calendar are closer than they appear.
7. GRN____ Someone who thinks logically is a nice contrast to the real world.
8. GLD____ Time is what keeps everything from happening at once.
9. O____ Women who seek to be equal to men lack ambition.
10. B____ Friends help you move.
11. GRN____ Gravity: It’s not just a good idea, it’s the law!
12. GLD/B____ No one is listening until you make a mistake.
13. O____ He who dies with the most toys wins!
14. B____ God is my co-pilot.
15. GLD____ Lottery: a tax on people who are bad at math.
16. O____ Get in. Sit down. Shut up, and hold on!
17. GRN____ OK, so what’s the speed of dark?
18. O____ A fool and his money are soon partying.
19. GRN____ Eschew Obfuscation
20. GLD____ Be nice to your kids. They’ll choose your nursing home.
21. B____ When you are in love you are at the mercy of a stranger.
22. GRN____ Mental backup in progress – Do Not Disturb.
23. O____ Cover me. I’m changing lanes.
24. GRN____ According to my calculations, the problem doesn’t exist.
25. B____ Love isn’t love until you give it away.
26. O____ If at first you don’t succeed than sky diving definitely isn’t for you.
27. B____ Caution: I stop for unicorns.
28. GRN____ Clones are people two.
29. GLD____ Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.
30. B____ Always remember, you’re unique.

